
NBM CLINIC: F. Douglas, LECTURE NOTES Class 7

CLASS LECTURE NOTES FOR PROVERBS 11-12 
Reading 1: Douglass, FIRST PART CHAPTER XIX pp 113b - 135 
--Anxieties--Fear of failure--Strange presentiment--Coincidence--Betrayal--Arrests-- 
Resistance--Mrs. Freeland--Prison--Brutal jests--Passes eaten--Denial--Sandy --Dragged 
behind horses--Slave traders--Alone in prison--Sent to Baltimore . . . . . 135


Pro 11:1-20 ESV 

A false balance is an abomination to the LORD, but a just weight is his delight.  
When pride comes, then comes disgrace, but with the humble is wisdom.  
The integrity of the upright guides them, but the crookedness of the treacherous 

destroys them.  
Riches do not profit in the day of wrath, but righteousness delivers from death.  
The righteousness of the blameless keeps his way straight, but the wicked falls by his own 
wickedness. 


The righteousness of the upright delivers them, but the treacherous are taken captive by 
their lust.  
When the wicked dies, his hope will perish, and the expectation of wealth perishes too.  

The righteous is delivered from trouble, and the wicked walks into it instead.  
With his mouth the godless man would destroy his neighbor, but by knowledge the righteous 
are delivered.  
When it goes well with the righteous, the city rejoices, and when the wicked perish there are 
shouts of gladness. 


By the blessing of the upright a city is exalted, but by the mouth of the wicked it is 
overthrown.  
Whoever belittles his neighbor lacks sense, but a man of understanding remains silent.  

Whoever goes about slandering reveals secrets, but he who is trustworthy in spirit keeps a 
thing covered.  
Where there is no guidance, a people falls, but in an abundance of counselors there is safety. 


Whoever puts up security for a stranger will surely suffer harm, but he who hates 
striking hands in pledge is secure.  
A gracious woman gets honor, and violent men get riches. A man who is kind 

benefits himself, but a cruel man hurts himself.  
The wicked earns deceptive wages, but one who sows righteousness gets a sure reward.  
Whoever is steadfast in righteousness will live, but he who pursues evil will die.  
Those of crooked heart are an abomination to the LORD, but those of blameless ways are his 
delight. 


Reading 2: Douglass, First Part, CHAPTER XX. APPRENTICESHIP LIFE.  
Nothing lost in my attempt to run away--Comrades at home--Reasons for sending me 
away--Return to Baltimore--Tommy changed--Caulking in Gardiner's ship yard--
Desperate fight--Its causes--Conflict between white and black labor--Outrage--
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Testimony--Master Hugh-- Slavery in Baltimore--My condition improves--New 
associations-- Slaveholder's right to the slave's wages--How to make a discontented 
slave .

Pro 11:21–12:9 ESV 

Be assured, an evil person will not go unpunished, but the offspring of the righteous will 
be delivered.  
Like a gold ring in a pig's snout is a beautiful woman without discretion.  

The desire of the righteous ends only in good, the expectation of the wicked in wrath. 


One gives freely, yet grows all the richer; another withholds what he should give, and 
only suffers want.  
Whoever brings blessing will be enriched, and one who waters will himself be watered.  

The people curse him who holds back grain, but a blessing is on the head of him who sells it. 
Whoever diligently seeks good seeks favor, but evil comes to him who searches for it.  
Whoever trusts in his riches will fall, but the righteous will flourish like a green leaf. 


Whoever troubles his own household will inherit the wind, and the fool will be servant 
to the wise of heart.  
The fruit of the righteous is a tree of life, and whoever captures souls is wise.  

I will If the righteous is repaid on earth, how much more the wicked and the sinner!  
- Pro 11:21-31 ESV


Whoever loves discipline loves knowledge, but he who hates reproof is stupid.  
A good man obtains favor from the LORD, but a man of evil devices he condemns.  
No one is established by wickedness, but the root of the righteous will never be 

moved.  
An excellent wife is the crown of her husband, but she who brings shame is like rottenness in 
his bones. 


The thoughts of the righteous are just; the counsels of the wicked are deceitful.  
The words of the wicked lie in wait for blood, but the mouth of the upright delivers 
them.  

The wicked are overthrown and are no more, but the house of the righteous will stand.  
A man is commended according to his good sense, but one of twisted mind is despised.  
Better to be lowly and have a servant than to play the great man and lack bread. - Pro 12:1-9 


Reading 3: Douglass, First Part, CHAPTER XXI. ESCAPE FROM SLAVERY.  
Closing incidents in my "Life as a Slave"--Discontent--Suspicions-- Master's 
generosity--Difficulties in the way of escape--Plan to obtain money--Allowed to hire 
my time--A gleam of hope--Attend camp-meeting--Anger of Master Hugh--The 
result--Plans of escape--Day for departure fixed--Harassing doubts and fears--Painful 
thoughts of separation from friends
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Pro 12:10-28 

Whoever is righteous has regard for the life of his beast, but the mercy of the wicked 
is cruel.  
Whoever works his land will have plenty of bread, but he who follows worthless 

pursuits lacks sense.  
Whoever is wicked covets the spoil of evildoers, but the root of the righteous bears fruit. 

An evil man is ensnared by the transgression of his lips, but the righteous escapes from 
trouble.  
From the fruit of his mouth a man is satisfied with good, and the work of a man's hand comes 
back to him.  
The way of a fool is right in his own eyes, but a wise man listens to advice. 


The vexation of a fool is known at once, but the prudent ignores an insult.  
Whoever speaks the truth gives honest evidence, but a false witness utters deceit.  
There is one whose rash words are like sword thrusts, but the tongue of the wise brings 

healing.  
Truthful lips endure forever, but a lying tongue is but for a moment.  
Deceit is in the heart of those who devise evil, but those who plan peace have joy.  
No ill befalls the righteous, but the wicked are filled with trouble.  
Lying lips are an abomination to the LORD, but those who act faithfully are his delight. 


A prudent man conceals knowledge, but the heart of fools proclaims folly.  
The hand of the diligent will rule, while the slothful will be put to forced labor.  
Anxiety in a man's heart weighs him down, but a good word makes him glad.  

One who is righteous is a guide to his neighbor, but the way of the wicked leads them astray.  
Whoever is slothful will not roast his game, but the diligent man will get precious wealth.  
In the path of righteousness is life, and in its pathway there is no death. - Pro 12:10-28 ESV 


How to do the CALM Box: The purpose of this tool is to help you practically 
apply the Scriptures to your personal and your family’s daily life.  
Here’s the general procedure:

1. Ask your father/mother to direct each week’s study with the whole family participating. 

(Take a study booklet for each family member who can functionally write.) A parent will 
lead or assign a child to lead each study. 


2. Begin each session with prayer, asking God to teach your family from His Word. 

3. Read the selected passages out loud, with each functional reader reading a portion 

assigned by the one leading. Please do this over the assigned reading sessions 
prescribed. That means follow chapter divisions in the assignment booklet. You have two 
to four chapters from Douglas and two chapters from Proverbs due for each class. 


4. Fill out the “Nugget” page. Have each functional writer individually complete the study in 
their journal at the same time. Non-writers can draw a picture reflecting the scripture 
passage. This process should take no more than 10-15 minutes. Comments should be 
directed at the writer (me, myself, and I), not some abstract person. See Manual, page 2.
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5. Let each participant share with the group what they wrote. 

6. Complete one CALM box per person or per family for all designated readings. Share 

each persons CALM box or select one family and/or personal frustration (or a specific 
social issue) drawn out of today’s readings to discuss. That is, you can choose an issue 
suggested in Proverbs readings for today, the Douglas reading or some other issue as your 
family desires. Remember, each person’s box can be on different frustrations or be the 
same. See next page below.


7. Discuss your CALM box frustrations in light of today’s scripture passages.  
Write down any family conclusions. Include these in your essay.  


Be CALM: Use the Be CALM Box to discuss any action that today’s 
readings encourage you to take. (This also can be done as a family/group. I.e. one 
box for the whole family. Mix it up from week to week.)


The goal of the calm Box is to cultivate a genuine heart of repentance.  
Repentance creates the distinction between insiders and outsiders, hearers and doers, the 
wise and the foolish: Repent for the Kingdom of God is at hand!  
Matt 18; 2Cor. 5-7

~Repentance is a lifestyle. Always nurture an atmosphere rich in repentance. 


Consider Frustrations 
State frustrating elements of life in 
factual terms. “I feel frustrated that I 
found Johnny’s boots in the 
driveway when I got home last 
night.” 
Tell how it feels and why it seems 
important to you.

Listen and Respond 
Listen to suggestions from others 
affected by the frustrations. 
List and evaluate proposed 
solutions that would fix the problem 
and also be worthy of your 
Christian heritage. 

Assess/Interpret the Facts 
Imagine what the frustration would 
look like if it were resolved. Is the 
ideal in your mind realistic?

Model the End Goal 
Turn Frustrations Into Concrete 
Goals! Draft a project plan creating 
goals, sequences, timetables and 
tools as needed by which to 
organize efforts and bring 
accountability. “Where do boots 
belong? How does that look?”
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~Repentance makes no provision for the flesh.

~Repentance resolves that as much as lies within you, you will be at peace with all men.  
~Repentance means to walk in community, embracing our common bond, based on humbly 

confessed sin. (i.e. AA Meetings)

“For godly sorrow produces repentance leading to salvation, not to be regretted; but the 

sorrow of the world produces death. 

For observe this very thing, that you sorrowed in a godly manner: What diligence it produced 

in you, what clearing of yourselves, what indignation, what fear, what vehement desire, 
what zeal, what vindication! In all things you proved yourselves to be clear in this matter.” 
(II Corinthians 7:10-11 NKJV)


Frustration is an emotional state of mind that arises from situations that do not 
conform to (your) expectations.  
Often your expectations are assumed, presumed or resumed from the context of your outlook 
and general practice.  
When expectations are not clear, they are usually not met — even when we imagine that they 
should be understood by everyone.  
I like to think of frustrations as a gift from God to alert me that there are things (expectations) 
that I have failed to make clear in the areas where I am responsible. (Rom. 8:20)


Frustrations often result in angry, sinful responses.  
However, the Scripture commands us to, “Be ye angry, and sin not: let not the sun go down 
upon your wrath.” (Ephesians 4:26 KJV)  
And again, “For the wrath of man works not the righteousness of God.” (James 1:20 KJV)  
The goal of the CALM Box is repentance: to help you work through your anger in righteous, 
not sinful ways.  
Be warned! The command, “Do not let the sun go down on your wrath!” warns us of how 
important resolving frustrations immediately is. (Eph. 4:26)


Sadly, we often don’t take the time to reflect on what’s frustrating us in the 
earliest occurrences of failure, and the result is a much more difficult process of resolution.  
- Initially, we often are more naturally gracious and understanding about failure to conform to 
an expectation, thus unwittingly approving of aberrant behavior that we really want to avoid.  
- Therefore, we later react more quickly in irritation or anger because we feel like we have 
been patient, but to no avail; so now we get more intense, even though we didn’t really 
correct the situation before, but undermined it by casually allowing variances without clear 
correction. 
- We imagine that we have been creating clear expectations  but our reaction is usually an 
overreaction which further complicates the situation, and proves our lack of creating clear 
expectations. 


It can be concluded that an angry response is evidence of a delayed 
correction for the failure of an expectation that was not met. 


An Expectation is unattainable when the means of achieving it are 
unresolved.  Here are several objective questions to ask when evaluating unmet 
expectations. 

What is the expectation, is it clear? 
What are your authority and responsibility related to the expectation? 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What is happening instead of the expectation, who is doing what?  
What are the actual steps needed to achieve the expectation in order to correct what is 
actually happening? 
What benefits or consequences can be employed to motivate and achieve what is expected? 
What would the expectation actually look like if it were accomplished in contrast to what is 
currently happening?  (Give specific details.)

Devise a precise plan of action that resolves the source of the frustration by creating 
specific details of the expectation and consequences that help people conform to the 
expectation. 

This plan is what the CALM Box was designed to assist developing. It’s a part of the 5th 
Commandment: “Honor your Father and Mother so that your days will be long on the 
earth.” :-)

_______________________________


Box 1: Consider Frustrations

State your frustration in factual terms. 
“I was frustrated that I found Johnny’s boots in the driveway when I got home late last night, 
while bringing home a house guest who appears to be a very critical person.” 
Honestly tell how it feels and why it seems important you. What did you feel, 
do or say? 
I was embarrassed because I “knew” this guest would tuck this “fault” away in His memory 
bank of fault-finding that I perceived was so common to him. 

I felt very angry that I would be criticized by my guest because of the failure of my child to live 
up to my expectations to put his boots away properly.    
I projected a very upset tone (not even speaking!) noticing my boy’s boots.  
My guest felt so intimidated that he jumped out of the car before I had fully parked it and 
grabbed the offending boots to put them in their place .  
I went to bed seething with anger at my son. (This is a true story.)

_______________________________________________________


Box 2:  Assess/Interpret the Facts; i.e. analyze them

To analyze means to assess and interpret the facts objectively, without emotion. 


Imagine what the expectation would look like if the expectation were 
resolved or realized.  
My son should have put his boots where they belong, and  
I would not have been embarrassed in front of my critical guest. 

But, that is not the whole story. There were many separate factors going on.  
I had to isolate them from each other and bring resolution to each of  them separately, doing 
the best I could, walking in true Christian humility and repentance as God granted it to me. 

I had many things to resolve.


Is the ideal (expectation) in your mind realistic? State the frustration in factual terms. 
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1. I was growing weary in the long drive home. My guest had spent the majority of the ride 

(going & coming) on this four hour trip criticizing and finding fault with the pastor of the 
church he and his wife just left. 


2. I looked up to this pastor like a son proudly does of his loving, well-accomplished father. 
He was my mentor, and it was under his ministry that I was now serving as a pastor. 


3. My guest’s family was moving to our area, was living in our home and was coming to the 
church I was pastoring. I filtered his criticism against his former pastor as advance 
warning, “Here’s what’s going to happen to you!”


4. Thus, I was very sensitive to any little thing that my live-in guest might see that he could 
later hold against me. 


5. Thus, “I was frustrated by the embarrassment that I found my son’s boots in the driveway 
when I got home, fearing my critical house guest.


6. I projected enough anger that my guest jumped out of the car to fix the boot problem. 

7. I retained so much anger that I went to bed filled with anger and indignation. 

8. I knew the admonition to not let the sun go down on my wrath, so that I prayed and that 

was the key to my victory. 

9. I prayed honestly to God, explaining to Him my frustration and embarrassment. It really felt 

good to get it off my chest in the safe place of His hearing. Abba father invites us to cast 
all of our cares on Him because He cares for us. So that’s what I did, and it felt good! 


_______________________________________________________


Box 3:  Listen and Respond 
This is the most active part of the CALM Box. It is necessary to have an active 
conversation with the resources that God has place before you, and also 
ultimately with Him in prayer.  
These resources really are all of the people who are a part of the situation, each 
person being respectful of their position and role; and of course, God Himself.

Listen to suggestions from others affected by the frustrations. 
In this instant, I resolved most things in prayer before I went to sleep. 
Soon and gently while praying, I stopped complaining and began thanking 
God…  
~that He had given me a son to raise for Him,  
~a son who needed to be taught the whys and hows of putting away his boots 
and other belongings given to him by his Father in Heaven.  
~And by God’s Grace, that’s what I did.  
~My expectation was distorted by my pride, not by some huge deficit in my 
child, 
~I also needed to set boundaries for my new church “lamb” whom God had 
called me to shepherd. I needed to be able to pastor without a reactionary 
prejudice to his personal shortcomings that I was experiencing. 

In the morning, I had a clear heart (and head) and was able to discuss the 
situation fully with my wife in detail. 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~We talked about the entire matter, most importantly how to handle our house 
guests and their pain-filled complaints which was the central issue of concern 
for which we needed to have clear expectations for all to follow.  
~The boots were just a very small reminder of the importance of my parental 
training needed.

List and evaluate proposed solutions that would fix the problem and 
also be worthy of your Christian heritage.  
We arrived at the following conclusions:

1. We needed to set clear house rules or expectations, if you please, of how we would be 

responding to the nearly constant criticism and complaint that we experienced in our daily 
interaction with them, and the family routine impact that they created by their presence.


2. We assigned contributory responsibilities and chores to them to help establish respect for 
their impact on our family and to relieve some of the burden we felt with them living with 
us.


3. We required a deliberate effort and timetable for them to find their own place. 

4. We discussed practical ways to reduce confusion and commotion caused by having these 

house guests that tended to create uncertainty of our regular, private family duties and life.

(Things were very much improved, even though we still did have painful overstep that often 
burdened the lives of our children emotionally, if not otherwise.)

__________________________________

Box 4. Model the End Goal 

Turn Frustrations Into Concrete Goals! Draft a project, plan, create goals, 
sequences, timetables and tools as needed by which to organize efforts 
and bring accountability. “Where do boots belong? How does that look?”

Our final plan that we instituted included things like these:

1. All critical conversation regarding the former pastor and elders would be done in the 

confines of a clear, intentional counseling session.

2. Matthew 18 guidelines would be implemented during counseling sessions so that the 

pain-filled offenses felt by the couple would be dealt with in a direct “showing of fault” to 
the pastor and elders face-to-face by the couple themselves.


3. We scheduled regular meetings with those church leaders until such time that the matters 
were addressed and resolved as fully as reasonable was possible.


4. We created a list of household chores that the guests participated in to assist the proper 
functioning of our home in light of the big impact they created while living with us. 


5. Organizing and maintaining the “places for boots” et. al. was accomplished with 
reasonable improvements on all fronts.


Result: Our frustrations were turned to hope as promised by Scripture. 
“For the creation was subjected to frustration, not willingly, but because of Him who subjected 
it in hope.” (Rom 8:20 NKJV)

1. After these counseling sessions, we never heard another complaint about the former 

church.
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2. They found their own home and moved there, still friends and still attending our church!

3. I never yelled at my son for his misplaced boots, rejoicing that God had used them by 

frustration to wake me up to the importance of being intentional in knowing what things He 
is calling me to establish in my home and in how I construct and organize our lives to 
reasonably accomplish those things.


BE CALM! ”Wherefore, my beloved brethren, let every man be swift to hear, slow to speak, slow to wrath:" (James 1:19 WEB)


